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The literary structure of Hebrews is uniquely complex and elusive. As re-
cently as 1987, D. E. Aune stated categorically, "The structure of Hebrews
remains an unsolved problem" (The New Testament in Its Literary Enaironment,
213). As D. A. Black has observed, if the writer had a carefully planned struc-
ture in mind for the development of the discourse, his arrangement is not
easily perceived by those who have made Hebrews an object of intensive study
Gry7 Ue86l 164).

EARLY SuccEsrrvE Appnoecurs

Advances in the quest for the literary structure of Hebrews have been made
through the combined efforts of several scholars, each approaching the discourse
from a particular vanrage point. F. Buchsel, for example, called attention to the
importance of genre differentiation, as the writer alternates between exposition
and exhortation (.RGG,2:1669-73). His insight has been sharpened by R.
Gyllenberg (SEA22-23 [1957-58] 13747) and remains a significant clue in the
detection of the literary structure of Hebrews.

Significant verbal clues supplied by the writer have been observed by those
who have employed literary analysis in their approach to the text of Hebrews.
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lxxxvi INTtoouctIoN

Near the turn of the century F. Thien recognized that the writer announces

his primary themes just prior to the introduction of the unit in which they

are io be developed in inierse order (RB t I [1902] 74-86). Accordingly, in Heb^

2:l?Jesus is designated a "merciful and faithfulhigh p.i-. i l  in^the service of

God.:'In 3:1-5:10 the writer directs attention toJesus as "faithful" (3:1-4:13)

and then to Jesus as "merciful" (4:14-5:10). This procedure is repe_ated in

?:l-10:39. l iS:O-tOlesus is described as "the source of an eternal salvation"

and as "a priest like Melchizedek." Following a hortatory introduction to the

next major division (5:l l-6:20), the writer develops the-notion ofJesus as a

priest l i i .e Melchizedek (7:1-28) before developing th^e theme.ofJesus as the

iorr.c. of an eternal salvation (8:l-10:18).In l0:36-39 the writer announces

the themes to be developed in l1:1-12:29, namely, endurance (10:36) and

faith (10:38-39). Thien Considered 1:1-14 the introduction to the discourse

and l3:l-25 its conclusion.
Thien's proposals were taken up and developed in 1940 !l! Vaganay' whose

significant article, "Le Plan de I'Epitre aux H6breux" (269-77), has been her-

aicled as the beginning of the modirn discussion of the literary structure_of

Hebrews (Michel, 29; H. Feld, 23-25; G. H. Guthrie, "The Structure of He-

brews," 21). Focusing on the problem of the distribution of the units of

discourse in Hebrews, Vaganay-advanced the discussion of the structure of

the document with his recognition of "hook-words" (mot-crochefs) throughout

the composition. Hook-words were a rhetorical device developed in antiquity

to tie together two blocks of material (cf. Michel,29-31). The introduction

of a keyiord at the end of one section and its repetit ion at the beginning-of

the next served to mark formally the transition between the two units. The

process is sustained throughout Hebrews, .tying_ each section of discourse to

ihe one that follows (Vaganay, "Le Plan," 271-72).
Basing his analysis of structure on the writer's use of such rhetorical devices,

Vaganay"was able io offer an outline of Hebrews that was thematically qrynmetri-

cal:

Introduction (1:1-4)
First Theme in Only One Section:Jesus Superior to the Angels (1:5-2:18)
Second Theme in Two Sections:J-sus, Compassionate and Faithful High Priest (3:l-

5:10)
$1:Jesus, faithful high priest (3:1-4:16)

$2:Jesus, compassionate high priest (5:1-10)
thiidtheme in Three Sections:Jesus, Source of Eternal Salvation, Perfected Priest,

High Priest like Melchizedek (5:11-10:39)
Exhortation (5:1 l-6:20)
$1:Jesus, high priest like Melchizedek (7:1-28)

$2: Jesus, perfected priest (8:1-9:28)
$3:Jesus, source of an eternal salvation (10:1-39)

Fourtli Theme in Two Sections: Perseverance in the Faith (11:l-12:13)

$1:  Fai th (11:1-12:2)
52, Perseverance (12:&-13)

Fifth Theme in Only One Section: The Need to be Holy (12:14-13:21)
Conclusion : Fin al Recommendations (7 3 :22-25)

Vaganay's article remains a milestone in the structural assessment of Hebrews.
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A different approach to identi$ring the literary structure of Hebrews was
proposed in 1954 by A. Descamps, who called attention to the writer's conscious
use of "characterisric rerms" (RDTg [1954] 251-b8, 333-39). The expression
"characteristic terms" refers to the concentration of key vocabulary oi of cog-
nate terms within a section of discourse that serves to articulate and develop-a
primary theme. Descamps observed, for example, that the writer introduied
the term."angels" eleven times in l:5 to 2:16, and only fwice after that point in
the remainder of the discourse. The density of the concentratien of this "char-
acteristic term" serves to identi$' the thematic limits of a block of material. It
extends from 1:5 to 2:16, together with the thematic announcement of the
subject of the following section in 2: I 7-18. The use of "characteristic words" is
a literary device by which the writer builds semantic cohesion into the several
sections of the discourse.

Tsr SyNrntrrc AppRoACH oF A. VeNnoyr

A. vanhoye became the heir to all of these suggestive approaches to uncov-

:rilg^+. literary structure of Hebrews. In a landmark monograph published
in 1963 entitled La structure litthaire de lEpttre aux Hlbreux (2nd rev. .a., toTo;,
Vanhoye synthesized the insights of F. Thien, R. Gyllenberg. A. Descamps. and
especially L. vaganay with his own meticulous research on the literary struc-
ture of Hebrews. He identified five literary devices employed by the writer to
indicate formally the opening and closing of unified sections throughout the
discourse: (1) the announcement of the subject; (2) transitional hoik-words;
(3) change of genre; (4) characteristic terms; and (5) inclusio, i.e., the bracket-
ing of a unit of discourse by the repetition of a striking expression or key word
at the-beginning and close of a section. The presence of ihese literary devices
provided an objective means for determining the beginning and end of a unit
of discourse. Vanhoye also stressed the importance ofsymmetrical structures in
the construction of the discourse as awhole and in the subsections of which it
was composed.

- In lhe lively debate that followed the publication of vanhoye's monograph, he
has proven to be an indefatigable conversation-partner. He has sh'wn an open-
ness to modiS details of his proposal but remains convinced of its essential
correctness (see especially Bib55 lr974l349-80, and sNru4 tl979l 133-41; for
a useful.s"TT_TI of Vlnfrgyels approach to the srructure of Hebrews in English,
see Black, Gry7 t19861 168-73, and for an appreciarion for vanhoye's rig&ous
research, 773-76).

Although vanhoye's synthetic approach to the literary structure of Hebrews
has not escaped crit icism (s9e, e.g., T. c. G. Thorton;s review of vanhoye's
monograph inr[Sn.s. 15 [1964] 137*41; Bligh, HqJb lt96al f i0-77;Swetnam,
Bib53 [l9641 368-85, and id., Bibbb lr974l zzz-48; Zimmermann, Bekenntnis.
20-22), it remains influential and significant (cf. Black, Gry7 Jgg6l 16g_26;
Attridge, 16-27). I am eager to acknowledge my own reliance upon the work of
Vanhoye, even when the analysis of the literary structure that I propose differs
from his own. The detail of vanhoye's mature reflections on th; liierary struc-
ture of Hebrews is consistently reviewed in the Introd,uction to each of ihe five
ma in  d i v i s i ons  o f  t he  d i scou rse  (1 :1 -2 :18 ;  3 : l - b :10 ;  5 : l l - 10 :39 ;  11 : l - 12 :13 :
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12:14-13:21) and in the Fmm/Structure/Setting section for each of the consritu-
ent units of the discourse .

Tur Trupe.nurE ScHEME oF W. NAUCK

Those who have been less convinced of the value of vanhoye's proposals have
tended to align thenrselves with the modified tripartite scheme advanced in 1960
by W. Nauck ("ZumAutbau des Hebrierbriefes," 199-206). Nauck dialogued with
the current proposals concerning the structure of Hebrews advanced in the in-
fluential commentaries of c, spicq and o. Michel (5th ed.). He found himself
attracted to the tripartite scheme championed by Michel, who found poins of
division in Hebrews after 4:13 and 10:18. The strength of this approactrwas that
it recognized the organization of Hebrews in terms of the primacy of parenesis
(Nauck, "Zum Aufbau," 20l-3). Nauck noted that hortatory blocks of material
are assigned the dominant role in framing structurally the three major divi-
sions of Hebrews. He proposed that l:1-4:13 be seen as an integrated unit
framed by the logos-hymn in l:2b-3 at the opening and the sophia-hymn in 4:12-
13 at the close of the division. He then modified Michel's proposal concerning
the central division, extending it from 4;14-10:18 to 4:14-10:31. He contended
that the writer of Hebrews marked the central division of the discourse with
strikingly parallel formularions at the beginning (4:14-16) and at the end
(10:19123) and that this indicated that there could not be a divisional break at
10: l8 .Thef inald iv is ion (10:32-13:17) ,heargued,beginsandendswi thasimi lar
type of exhortation. on this reading, Hebrews is a discourse composed of three
major divisions, each identifiable by the presence of parallel passages ar the
opening and closing of the divisions ("Zum Aufbau," 200-203). Nauck's proposal
has been accepted by o. Michel (in the sixth and subsequent editions of his
commentary,29-35) and by others (..g., W G. Kummel, Introduction to the Nao
Tbstamtnt, rev. ed. fNashville: Abingdon, 1975] 390; Zimmermann, Bekrnntnis, lS-
24; on the importance of the parallelism between 4:14-16 and l0:19-23 observed
by Nauck, see G. H. Guthrie, "The Structure of Hebrews," 59-60, 74).

THr AssrNcE oF A CoNssNsus

There is at the present time no consensus regarding the literary structure of
Hebrews. The extent of the disparity in current proposals concerning the struc-
ture of Hebrews has been charted suggestively by G. H. Guthrie ('The Structure
of Hebrews," 37; D. Guthrie's analysis is set forth in his Naa Testament Introduc-
tiona, 728-33; the approaches of Spicq, Michel, Attridge, and F. F. Bruce,
respectively, are based on their commentaries; this chart is reproduced by per-
miss ion;see Fig.  1) .
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Fig. l. Proposals regarding literary structure of Hebrews as charted by G. H. Guthrie.

Approaches to strucrural divisions of Hebrews: l, 2, 3, etc. = chapter divisions; I, II, nI,
s16.,= Primary sections; ffi = the introduction (when the introduction is emphasized in the
outlinet ii = the appendix or conclusion; I = hortatory material (when ii is emphasized
as a stratesic factor in the outline).
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Therearemultiplereasonsfortheabsenceofaconsensusconcerningtheliter.
.ry ,*.*. of Hibrews. Critical decisions concerning sectional boundary limits

and the identificatio" oi,n. ou"sitional devices -tTPl"yg 
consciously or subcon-

sciously by the writer are rooted in methodotogy' I\ ' Iy.own wrestl ing with

methodologicatissueswillbereflectedinthis.o---..'t''yi"..h..Form/Structure/
Setting se cion, .rp..iutiyi,t ttte determination of boundary limis in 3:1 4:1 4; 4:15-

E",io3i.l+_ib;;;i 13;*,;Jinthe rnnod.uctiuntothe final division, r2r*13:25.

Factors inherent i,, the di,.o,,.,. make a confident decision concerning liter-

ary structure difficult to attain. The unusual alternation and intermingling of

exposition urra .*no.tuti;;;; problematical when seeking to assess the literarl'

;;"":;#';i H;;;, ;; Mi.h.l"..o gnized ( 26-2 8 ) rle^wrile^r' s "style of deliv-

ery," introducing a ,""tik*Sly brie? reference (e'g'' 1:3' "After having made

",jrrnl"ir""1o. 
fi.r"), urrt a.iEiti"g its dev^elop.mt"11" 1 

-l:-l^l,uttt point in the

"dil;;;aA,ii-iorrb), ...",.t g."""i". difficulties for structural analysis' T981tt

are foreshado*.a urri'..ptuttf,' ett adequate approach to the structure of He-

brews must be able to-assJss the use of repttition'of tho-ught-and reprises. It must

be able to account fo.*in. *.uuitg it utt'a out of motifs ind themes throughout

thediscourselikethreadsinanintricatelywoventaPestry..
The range or proporuil .o.rc.rrrirrg ttre structure of Hebrews attests the artis-

tic and literary .o-pt.*ity of this disJourse. In the quest for the demarcation of

formal divisions i' H.U.J*', two considerations remain paramount. First, there

were in antiquity li,..u.y ^"a rhetorical conventions for the arrangement of ma-

terial in an orderly iu#lo.r. It can be expected that the writer observed these

convenrions. S..onatl'iit.-.J".ii"n of tire discourse to writing demanded the

provision of verbal li,r., a assist the audience in following the unfolding of

i;;;;;;;;"r. rn. .*pr,.ii,rre of transitional devices to signal a defined turnins

point in an argumenit*u, .rr.r,,ial to a discourse that would be heard and com-

ir.'nl"a.J auorally. r" ,pit. of is elusiveness, the quest for the literary structure

;i ftb*;; is legiiim;rJi; ,h. pursuit of that queit. in this commentary literarl '

rhetorical, .orr..p,.tut, utta 
"-'utttit 

analyses have been employed'

ADDENDUM: THE TExr-LINGUISTIC APPRoACH oF G' H' GursRrn

Withtheaidof there lat ive lynewdisc ip l ineofd iscourse.analys is .or text l in-
suistics (see above, "D;t;;;;tt Analysis') ' i' H' Guthrie has taken up the question

;f the structure of Hebrewsfrom afresh perspective in_his-1991 dissertation,'The

Structure of g.l..w"rlR i.*i-fi"g.tittic Analysis" (for Guthrie's.method' see "Dis-

course Analysis,, .b;;;i 
^Ail;;?h 

I did nJt .njoy u...tt to his research until

after the completion of the commentary, his app"roach is impressive and will cer-

tainly influence all ;;;ri;.", studies of the siructure of Hebrews. ln particular'

Guthrie,s attention;; ,"#;;t,to.rd a.ui..r utilized uy t!. writer to tie together

thedi f ferentSegmentsofh isdiscoursemarksamajoradvanceintheinvest iga-
tion of the literary structure of Hebrews'

Guthrie recognized that an area of investigadon that has tended to be neglected

in discussion. of tne ,Urrcture of Hebrews"is the writer's method of executing

smoorh transitions f;;;;; segment of the discourse to another' Perhaps more

than any other consideration, tirat fact accounts for the range of diversity in cur-

rent attemp* ao orriri.r. Hebrews. Guthrie's concern has been to discern those
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